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Beyond Conservation: Modeling Meaningful Community
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Gr-nux WHenroN's Tan Parxreo Krwc: Anr, Acrwrstt, dNo AuraaNrtcrcy rN
Htwdr'r (2012) provides illuminating insight into decolonizing conservation
practices. Focused on the restoration of the Kantel"tamelm statue in North
Kohala on Hawai'i island, the book's careful attention to the process of shar-
ing decision making with diverse comrnunities provides a striking example,
relevant to many beyond conservationists, of how to ethically bridge divides
between institutions, experts, and laypeople. The book demonstrites how,
despite challenges that must be patiently worked through, heritage conser-
vation projects founded in participation and dialogue can effectively address
complex social, cultural, and political identities in Hawai'i as well as gener-
ate civic dialogue and social change. This essay highlights several rich con-
nections between this conservation project and other irt, preservation, and
state-directed projects that resonate with or could benefit from the lessons
shared inThe Painted Ki,ng.
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Challenges to Heritage Preserwation in Hawai'i

Heritage scholars and professionals have directed increasing attention to the

colonia"l roots and assumptions of their fields, particularly in the context of

n-ranaging cultural objects and sites related 16 indigenous communities. Colo-

nial rJlatlonships endure in Western systems and institutions of knowledge,

in which Euro-American cultural values, research methods, and understand-

ings of history inhere and disempower "other" people (Tuhiwai Smith 1999).

Wlthin heritage conservation, the primary goal of restoring the authenticity

(typically deffned as the artist's original intent) and physical integrity of an

object through "objective" scientific neans marginalizes indigenous episte-

mologies and the ongoing historical relationships between sourc€ comtrrtrni-

ties andthings (Clavir 1998: 1-4; Sully2007: 27-38). Moreover, the centering

of Western knowledge systems tends to a stewardship model that prornotes

unilateral decision merking orr the part of state and private institutions about

how to identify ancl pr"r"*" forms of heritage, without serious and sustained

consultation with descendant commlrnities (Hollowell and Nicholas 2009,

I42). In a global context, international organizations such as the Interna-

tional Council on Monurnents and Sites and UNESCO World Heritage Cen-

tre, in an effort to develop culturally sensitive policies and systems of admin-

istration, nevertheless t"iy ott Western assumptions about object-value and

governance stmctures that extend the reach of centralized and hornogenized

fontrol over preseruation practices through universal definitions and criteria

(Barkan 2002:24-28).1
Responding to these recent considerations, conservation professionals

haue ei"orrroged u shift away from object-based practice centered on physi-

cal preservation to a peoples-based approach that respects cultural concerns

about the meaning, ,tt", attd care of objects (Clavir 1996: 100-03; Clavir

2009; Sully 2013). As Wharton's project to conserve lhe Kamnhatneha statue

in North Kohala demonstrates, collaborating with local comtnunities under-

scores how preserwing an object's cultural integrity, as a living, historical

process, rediiects traditional conservation practice to facilitate comn-runity-

Lased self-representations and validate local knowledge and culturally appro-

priate ways to preserve objects. Yet, the Kanrchanteha sculpture conservation

project appears exceptional. Despite strides in theorizing cross-cultural

upp.oo"h"i to cultural preservation and revising practice guidelines, there

r|mains a gap between theory and actual practice that gives source com-

munities re"alieclsion-makin g power (Wharton 2005 : 200-202 ; cf. Hollowell

and Nicholas 2009, 143).

In Hawai'i, archaeologists Peter Mills and Kathleen Kawelu (2013)

detail the historical relationship between cultural resource management
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prof'essionals (particularly archeieologists) and indigenous communities. In
1976, the State of Hawai'i enacted Ch:rpter 6tr of Hawai'i Revised Statutes,
declaring the state's responsibility to develop "a comprehensive program of
historic preservation" and "to ensure the administration of such historical
and cultural property in a spirit of stewardship and trusteeship for future
generations."2 The passage of this statute coincided with Native Hawaiian
cultural revitalization movements that sought to protect cultural sites (e.g.,
halting the use of the island of Kaho'olawe as a US rnilitary training ground
and bombing site) and protest development projects that damaged cultur-
ally sensitive sites (e.g., the 1986 excavation of hundreds of burial sites at
Honokahua, Maui, to construct a tourist resort). Skepticism about archaeo-
logical work in Native Hawaiian corumunities, coupled with the state's added
requirernent in 2002 that primary investigators of archaeological and her-
itage preservation projects possess graduate degrees, discouraged Native
Hawaiians from meaningful participation in cultural management work. By
the twenty-first century the authors describe a crisis in Hawaiian heritage
management; Senate Bill 2906, presented in 2008, characterized Hawaiian
historic preservation to be "in a condition of unprecedented confusion and
disarray'' ernd, in 20L2, the State Historic Preservation Division faced the
loss of federzrl funding (nearly half of its budget) (Mills and Kawelu 2013:
12e-30).

The state's refusal to support the North Kohala Kantehanteha sculpture
conservation effort illustrates the lack ofclear objectives and rationales guid-
ing heritage policy. Wharton reports that the state discontinued maintenance
of the sculpture in 1988, and after several unsuccess{ul atten'rpts to contact
the State Foundation for Culture and the Arts in 19g7, he finally received
a response that the foundation would not support the project because the
sculpture was not under the agency's jurisdiction. Wharton (2012: g-13, cf.
98-101) had to turn to a local organization, the Hawai'i Arts Alliance, for
administrative and planning support; together they secured funding from
national and nongovernrnental sources and identiffed local and indigenous
community groups to develop and execute the project.3 And yet, as Wharton
points out, the state continues to maintain the replica cast of the sculpture
that is located in Honolulu. State support for the Honolulu sculpture betrays
its commercial interests, because the sculpture draws visitors year-round
and also forms the center of the King Kamehameha Day annual celebration.
Preferring to support the Honolulu sculpture in its 1BB3 brass and gilt form,
and not the painted version in North Kohala, privileges a conservation for
tourism rather than for living comrnunities (cf. Brown 200g: 154-55) and
fixes Native Hawaiian history in the past, pushing out of sight the illegal over-
throw of the Hawaiian Kingdom in 1893, annexation by the United States in
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1898, stateliood in 1959, and the social, econornic, and political issues fac-

ing Native Hawzriian comtlunities today. The suggestion that the Honolulu

r",rlptn." reflects the state's vision of Hawai'i does not negate or qualify in

any way the rleaning this artworl< holds for indigenous groups who cele-

brate the famed chief Kamehameha and Kalakaua, the n'ronarch who com-

missioned the statue, as representing the independent monarchy, Hawaiian

history and indigenous values. The point is that the state opts to protlote a

profitable vision of Hawai'i's history and culture and exerts its authority over

what constitutes heritage and how it should, or should not, be cared for.a

The local decision to keep painting the North Kohal:r sculpture rather

than restoring its lBB3 brass and gilt form presents a retort to the touristic

comn'rodification of Hawaiian culture. Wharton discusses residents' grow-

ing concerns about land rights, tourism, and devekrpment in North Kohala

(ZOLZ: SZ-SI). As former plantation properties zrre subdivided and sold,

bringing new waves <>f l"taole (white) settlers and din'rinishing access to ocean

and mountain areas, and luxury hotels and golf courses are established in

neighboring regions, North Kohalans exPress anxiety about the impact of
"the wrong klnd of developrnent" and the growing rift between long-tern'r

residents and EuroAmerican newcomers (Whart on 2012: 60-66).

Decolonizing Community and Institutional Divides in
Preservation and Beyond

A major strength of the North Kohala community project was its thoughtful

attention to the wide distance between the directives of the state government

Iocated in Honolulu and the desires and traditions of the so-called outer-

island North Kohala communities. Wharton and his collaborators structured

the project in such a way that the local communities were elrpowered to

make significant decisions about what was to be done with the statue. This

required Wharton to go against both the conventional wisdom of the con-

servation field and the original murndate he received from the state to siliply
"research the original appearance and recommend rnethods for removing

the paint" (Wharton 2012,3). The project of'fers a con-rpelling model for
meaningful community-based cultural preservation practices.s A vital step in

decolonizing practice is restructuring and balancing power relationships-
moving away from the authority of (typically Euro-American) "experts" and

Westem knowledge systems-to engage source communities as true paft-
ners in decision making and to acknowledge their ultimate control over their

own representation and ownership of their heritage'G

Wharton is open about how unprepared he felt, given his background as

a researcher and technical restorer, to "share research and decision making
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outside of professional circles" (2012, rr). He also notes that, despite ample
encouragement, some of his-colleagues warned him against cornmunity col-
laboration in North Kohala because of expected difffculties in bridging the
divide between conseryation experts and laypeople. yet, the projec't perse-
vered because of the patient commitment to b"i1di"g strong iies with local
residents. wharton collaborated with local 

"o**rrniti", an*cl organizations
in the. various development and implenentation stages of the p"roject. He
shared his scientific expertise and hisiorical research, otrd th" p"opl" lf North
Kohala shared their opinions about their history and future, ihe'signiffcance
of the statue, and their understanding of their community. whartoireserved
his own views on how the sculpture should be conservedithe community had
the authority to determine who would make the final decision and how the
decision would be made.7

Emphasis on collaboration and community engagement in heritage man-
agement leads to questions of what qualifies 

"r 
i"nl power sharingi_11ou_

ing beyond mere consultation or disengaged forrns of^obtaining cori'runity
input. Because of wide variation in collaborative practice and Lecause laci<
of meaningful engagement can result in heightened clmicism on the part
of descendant communities toward heritage oiganizations and professiorials,
David Guilfoyle and Erin Hogg (2015) uige careful comparatii,e analysis of
project design to determine what tlpes olcollaboration meet legal, eiliical,
and professional standards. They aim to "develop a structured"theoretical
and methodological framework for collaborative projects so that the notion
of collaboration becomes something 

'r'or" "on"rJt" 
lhnn just a general phi-

l:r9lhl $argd by community-oriented practitioners,, tClifo$ and Hogg
2015: 107-08). some heritage professionals see ethnography as an essentia'i
component of com munity-based heritage management-. Arciraeologists JulieHollowell and George Nicholas (2009f suggesithat ethnographicletirods
not only provide nuanced cross-cultural understanding bit can also help
communities articulate their own conceptions of heritage and define thei
roles,in its protection.8 Ethnographic research was a Le/component of the
North Kohala project (wharton 2012:89, r28ff., r72).i,' adjitio,r to loos-
ening professional authority and facilitating collaboration, whartont eth-
nographic research led to insights about communication practices speciffc
to the region. organizers came to understand the lirnited Jfn"n"y of iormal
town hall meetings that would draw primarily haole newcomers or relylng on
open balloting in a post-plantation community that bears the effects oflhe
settler colonial hierarchy in which laborers were not socialized to publicly
express their views or participate in democratic processes (wharton 2012,
75). Instead, organizers recognized the value of initiating school and com-
munity arts projects, engaging the local media, addressing smaller gatherings
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oflocal organizations, and conducting one-on-one conversations, in addition

to liolding public meetings (Wharton 2012: i03-08)'

Ttte P"alitect Kngis instructive in its detailed reflection upon Wharton's

process of building"trust, hearing the-opinions of multiple stakeholders in

fuorth Kohala, and"cultivating approaches to gain wide interest and engage-

ment from local communities-. Indeed, the project's fairly successful negotia-

tion between stzrte-funded agencies based in Honolulu and Native Hawaiian

and other communities in liorth Kohala offers a potential model for other

projects zrnd processes that must straddle this divide. There is often a seri-

irx tu"t of s'ustained dialogue and collaboration between state or federal

agencies and Native Hawaiian communities, whlch results iu policies and

liws that are widely contestecl and unsatisfzrctory to the very people they

intend to benefit ani protect. Lack of comn'runity engagement was especially

clear in June 2014 when the US Department of Interior (DoI) announced

with only a week'.s notice that they would hold public hearings about a pro-

por"d ..r1" change to "re-establish a government-to-government relationship

with the Native Hawaiian community."s Many have long criticized policies

that would confer federal recognition upon Native Hawaiians in a tlanner

roughly analogous to federally recognized Native American tribes largely

b""i rr" the feteral government appears unwilling to grant significant land

rights in Hawai'i.l0
yet DOI officials appeared sulprised, even shocked, to hear the majority

of people who came toiestify at tlie hearings soundly rejecting the proposed

,rrL 
"hurrg". 

public testi'ronies were limited to two minutes per person,

resulting itt *".ty passionate speakers being cut off and widespread audi

ence frtistratio.r. tit" DOI was not prepared to truly engage the breadth of

questions and arguments Native Hawaiians and allies presented, spanning

i'ssues of internatlonal treaty law and the irnpact of federal recognition on

preexisting programs and policies, such as the Hawaiian Homesteads gov-

irned by th" t-szt Hawaiian Homes Commission Act (Sai 2011; Kauanui

200g). More fundamentally, the DoI was not open to relinquishing the

conventions of an American-styled public hearing, which was ill-fitting in

the Hawaiian context, nor were they open to deviating from their agenda

about federal recognition to truly engage the diverse issues Native Hawaiian

communities testiHed were importairt to them.rl By contrast, Wharton and

his collaborators spent much t]me and thought on ethically engaging local

communities aboui the Karnehameha statue. Reflecting on the various opin-

ions they received from the comrnunity, project leaders solicited the advice

of a respected Native Hawaiian elder, Marie solomon, and took a demo-

cratic v6te of all North Kohala residents (Wharton 2012, I34). Even after

the local decision was made to keep the statue painted and approved by the
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committee in Honolulu, the project continued to worl< with the con.rmunity,
involving residents in the actual restoration and continuing to interface with
local schools about the restoration work.

The sustained comrnunity engagement reflects many of the issues and pro-
cesses that should ideally occur around other decisions for Hawai'i commu-
nities, including decisions to pursue either federal recognition or Hawaiian
independence. Although extending similar processes across the state holds
rnany challenges, it is inspiring to irnagine communities across Hawai'i being
able to engage in sincere, patient, and ongoing dialogue about Hawai'i's polit-
ical status as simultaneously a US state and occupied Hawaiian Kingdom.
North Kohala's example suggests that communities at the periphery of state
and federal power may be able to lead the way in modeling successful forrns

of open engagement, and other public projects would do well to more con-
sciously include or even center comrnunities outside the usual focus on urban
O'ahu. In fact, in some ways, the distance of North Kohala fron-r the urban
center and seat of state government in Honolulu seems to have allowed the
multiple local communities to have a say over the statue. In part, precisely
because the Honolulu agencies seemed to dismiss North Kohala's statue as

unimportant and distant, the state did not try to manage every aspect of the
statue, in contrast tolhe Kameltarneha statue in Honolulu. Rather the project
embodied the community's deep feeling that "the king is not state property,
but part of North Kohalat local history and'ohana"' (Wharton 20f 2, 85). This
example potentially suggests that significant change for Native Hawaiians
and other residents of Hawai'i will likely never originate from the state or
federal governments but in local community organizing.

Public Art and Civic Engagement in Oceania

Wharton's study does not forego the object in its comrnunity-based conser-
vation practice. It illustrates how careful analysis of the material properties
of the statue (e.g., determining damage in the brass cast, its original gilding,
the alteration ofthe eyes, and the layers ofpaint accumulated over the dec-
ades), in combination with historical and ethnographic research and com-
munity collaboration, led to a meaningful reflection on local histories, identi-
ties, and understandings of the sculpture as a conservation object. As con-
servator Dean Sully notes, "Investigative conservation can expose traces of
past practice within the object itself, which has the potential to reveal social
relationships around the manufacture and use of conserved objects" (Sully
2013, 302), He warns of placing sole emphasis on context to the extent that it
neglects materiality and stresses how objects, contexts, and communities are
mutually constituted (Sully 2007: 404I).r2
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The Kamehanwha sculpture as a "hybrid" object-commissioned by a

Native Hawaiian monarch in collaboration with his haole advisor, Walter
Murray Gibson, to cornurentorate the arrival of James Cook as well as the
reign of Karneharneha I in a Euro-American neo-classical style featuring
indigenous cultural symbols-stimulated reflection on the various signifi-
cances the sculpture held for the North Kohala corrmunity (Wharton 2008,

160). The range of residents' identifications with the syncretic statue speaks

to the complexities of relationships between Native Hawaiians, plantation-
era immigrants and their descendants, newcomer haole, tourists, and govern-
ment agencies. Although some postcolonial analysts might celebrate hybrid
cultural forms as articulating "postnational" subjectivities, scholars such as

Michael Brown (2009, 160), following Kwame Anthony Appiah (2006), rec-
ognize the crucial place of "local loyalties" in global citizenship. In Hawai'i,
cultural studies scholars Cynthia Franklin and Laura Lyons analyze culturally
mixed fomrs of music and poetry and argue that indigeneif does not have

to be situated in opposition to hybridity nor replaced by it. They suggest

that conternporary Hawaiian performances that engage a variety of local and
global genres "instead of articulating global citizenry or stateless identities,
can, in fact, be used for specific struggles of national self-determination"
(2004,70).tsThis continues the tradition of the nineteenth-century Hawaiian
rnonarch, David Kalakaua, who commissioned the Kamehanteha statue by
Thomas R. Gould, an American sculptor working in Italy, to make visible
Hawai'i's distinguished tradition of Native leadership in an international
context.la

Although Franklin and Lyons explore the ways hybrid cultural forms
express indigenous Hawaiian values, they sidestep, to sorle degree, the issue

of rnigrant cultures in Hawai'i, which the North Kohala conservation project
more directly addresses.15 Similarly, much of the literature on decolonizing
cultural resource nanagement fbcuses on the relationships between indig-
enous groups and heritage institutions, Nondominant migrant communities
are largely neglected. Social justice scholar John Pugliese (2002), writing
on Australian heritage policies, notes that migrant cultural sites have only
recently been incoqporated into the predominantly Anglocentric national
landscape. He warns, however, that without consulting with Aboriginal com-
munities to understand the indigenous significance of sites being identified
as migrant heritage sites, migrant groups risk reproducing colonial national
narratives and marginalizing indigenous histories . The Kamehameha conser-

vation project achieved a breadth of participation in North Kohala through
which residents arrived at a decision-making process about how to conserve

the sculpture that privileged Native Hawaiian perspectives but also included
the broader community.
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Although Franklin, Lyons, and Pugliese co'rplicate hybridity and the rela-
tionships between indigenous, migrant, and settler groups, they favor coher-
ent and distinct ethnic/racial categories and do not address the intricacies
of cultural and ethnic fusions. The transcultural nature of the Kanteltanteha
sculpture and the layers of paint that have enveloped it and transformed it
for 

'rore 
than a century are comparable to the layered history of cultural

and ethnic blending in Hawai'i. Together, the sculptureb cross-cultural refer-
ences and the inclusivity of the conservation process seem to have encour-
aged dialogue and reflection on the complex history of cultural and ethnic
mlxtures in Hawai'i, The initial organizing team and the consewation advi-
sory group were primarily comprised of multiethnic descendants of Native
Ifawaiians, Asian immigrants, and haole, in addition to Sharon Hayden, a
haole from New York who had lived in the area {br thirty years, and Wharton,
who gradually earned the trust of the communifz (Whart on 2012: 67-75). h
is noteworthy tliat Wliarton gently uses the term "local," an identity marker
in Hawai'i that emerged among Native Hawaiian and migrant laborers in
response to class- and race-based exclusion by politically, socially, and eco-
nomically dominant haole in the early twentieth century. However, toward
the end of the century the local has become "highly contested terrain, the
site on which cultures clash over the terms of inclusion" (Chang 1996, 10).
There have been various challenges to local belonging by des-endants of
indigenous and nonwhite plantation-era groups who object to haole appro-
priation of "localness"; by those who recognize ethnic stratiffcation within
the local; and by Native Hawaiians who see local identity as a colonial settler
identity (see Cliang 1996; Trask 2000; Reed 2001; Edles 2004; Fujikane and
okamura 2008). As wharton notes, North Kohala shares these potentially
conflicting identity constructions as reflected in the diversity o? opinions
voiced regarding what the l(unellamellc statue meant and how it should be
conserved: 'The religious and cultural strands of the Hawaiian past persist
and reveal themselves, but their presence scatters across different elenients
of the community, sometimes intermixingwithin individuals who are ambiva-
lent about how elements of their very own identity can be honored through
tlre presence ofthe sculpture" (2012: 122-23).

In addition to consideration of ethnic identities, planners were equally
concerned with consulting elders (most of whom were not Native Hawaiians)
and engaging community youth. Ultimately, project leaders wanted to pro-
mote a den'rocratic culture (wliarton 2012, 133). In pursuing a multifac-
eted education, consultation, and decision-rnaking approach, the planning
committee encouraged the expression and exchange of diverse perspectives
stemming frorn ethnic and class differences, historical and geneiational
experiences, divergent levels of national allegiance (e.g., valuing war veterans
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compared with distrust of the state), and religious beliefs (e.g., Native spir-

ituaitraditions, Buddhism, and Christianity). The fundermentally collabora-

tive nature of the project was effectively formative; it generated conversation

and activated 
" 

p.rbli" space, creating a conscious comtlunity that consjdered

its own 
"ompnritiotr 

as a public zrnd its role in history making and shaping

the future (iee Deutsch 1996, 259; Baca 2009; Hamlin 2012). Dissolving

the hierarchical boundaries separating heritage professional, artwork, and

audience, the North Kohala case illustrzrtes what art historian Grant Kester,

writing on artworks that foster social engagement, describes as_projects that
-typically involve extendecl interactions that unfold in ways that lie, quite

delibera-tely, outside the artistt [or conservator s] original control or intention

and that evolve in concert with the particular intelligence of participants or

collaborators" (2013, 116). The knnelwnte'ha conselation process demon-

strates the core principles of the Anirrating Democracy Initiative (supported

by Arnericans frrr the Arts and the Ford Foundation): art is vital to society;

civic dialogue is vital to detnocracy; and both create unique opportunities for

mutual understanding. The initiative highlights the role of art and the human-

ities in addressing 
"i.'i" 

irr.t"r through their capacity to create a physical,

psychological, and intellectual space for civic dialogue; engage people who

-ight "oi 
otherwise participate; and invite participants to reflect in n€w ways

(Korza et al, 2002: 1-7; see also Ron-rney n.d.; McCoy 1997; Lee 2013). Open

collaboration, therefore, facilitated shared understandings ancl transformed

consciousness for all participants (cf. Kester 2013: 119, 122-23). Residents

bec:rme aware of other community n'rembers' views; Wharton arrived at a

new awareness of his responsibility and capacities ers an art conservator; and

partner agencies, such as Animating Democracy, learned about culturally

ipecific forms of generating public dialogue and engagement (Korza n.d.)'

Similar e{'fbrts"have taken place elsewhere in communities cornprised of

indigenous, migrant, and settler populations in Australia and Aotearoa New

Ze,aland. Drawing on the transforrnative capacity of art, Shigeyuki Kihara,

an artist of Samoan and Japanese descent, produced a series of collabora-

tive performances titled Talanoa: Walle th,e talk (2009-L0). Each partnership

brought together culturally diverse groups to engage-in the S-amoan con-

cept oftalinoo, a process of finding common,ground through the exchange

of ideas (akln to Aawaiian concepts of 'ae like lcorning to an agreement],

Ieukd"fconwltatlon], andho'opor-toporlo [putting things right through mutual

underst:rnding and forgiveness] that were cotlsidered for decision-making

models in North Kohala; wharton 2012: 131-32). Kihara organized col-

laborations between Hindu and Samoan christian singers (sydney 2009),

lapanesetaiko drummers and a Maori cultural perfo-rmance group(Auckland
"zoto), 

ct i""se dragon dancers and cook Island drummers (sydney 2010;
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I irrl i r, *il trii

FrcunB r, Shigeyuki Kihara, Tq,lanoa: Walk the Tq,Ik V, Documenta-
tion of Public Performance by the Australian Yau Kung Mun Asso-
ciation and Sydney Cook Islands Dance Group. Held on lanruary 14,
2010. Staged at Dixon St. Mall, Chinatown, Sydney Australia. Com-
missioned by aA Center for Contemporary Asian Art and Campbell-
town Arts Center for Sydney Festival 2010. Photograph by Susan-
nah Wimberley. Courtesy of the Artist,4A Center for Contemporary
Asian Art and Campbelltown Arts Center for Sydney Festival 2010.

Fig. 1), and others. Each project involved consultation between the artist,
community leaders, and elders; extended gatherings behveen participant
groups; a performance; and video documentation.lo The process was rather
open-ended, allowing for moments of uncertainty, awkwardness, resolu-
tion, and creative engagement. The artist, participants, and audience (which
formed a key component of the work) witnessing an unlikely alliance were
transformed through the project as they arrived at new understandings of
themselves, each other, and their relationships within the larger community
(Kihara and Teaiwa 2011: 9-tt; De Almeida 2012).

The North Kohala and Kihara projects demonstrate the vital link between
culture and cMc life and the capacity of communities to address other press-
ing issues. But the forming of publics and shaping of public spaces can also
be contentious. Public art creates a site ofstruggle to define, in a given place
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Frcunn z. Carl F. K. Pao, West-facing bas-reliefs at Disney's Aulani
Resort and Spa, O'ahu. Photograph by Marata Tamaira, 2012. Cour-
tesy of the Artist and the Photographer.

and time, what a community is and, more generally, what dernocracy is. As

art historian Rosalind Deutsche writes, "a democratic public space must be

understood as a realm not of unity but of divisions, conflicts, and differences

resistant to regulatory power" (1996, 267). Marata Tamaira's (2015) analy-

sis of Native Hawaiian involvement in the design of Disney's Aulani family
resort on O'ahu highlights the fraught negotiation of place and identity in a
context of disparate power. After receiving strong opposition to developing

a theme-resort in Virginia in the 1990s, Disney selected to proceed more

sensitively in creating its Hawaiian tourist venue in 2008, consulting with
indigenous cultural representatives who, in the end, felt they were genuinely

included in the conversation (Tamaira2015:167-69, lB2). Over sixty Native

Hawaiian artists contributed to Aulani's public art, music, interior design,

and landscape design (Figs, 2, 3). Despite Disney's editing process and the

unreality of the resort environment, artists aimed to affirm indigenous his-

tory and presence, educate tourists about indigenous viewpoints, and enact

claims to place, not only to the Aulani site, but to the larger 'dina (land)
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FIcunn 3. Carl F. K. Pao, Phallus/Cloak Panel from the Kr7 Mural at
Disney's Aulani Report and Spa, O'ahu. Photograph by Marata Ta-

maira, 2012. Courtesy of the Artist and Photographer.

(Tnnrtrira 2015: 174-78). Countering a history of displacement, Tarlaira sug-

gests Native Hirwaiian participation functioned as "strategic etirplacement"
of indigenous culture (Tirn'raira 2015: 168-69).

The Disney collaborartion is compelling bectruse it is situated on contestecl

ground. Deutsche explains that "site specific works become part of their sites

precisely by restructuring then'r, f<rstering . . . the viewer'.s ability to elppre-

hend the conflicts iind indetern'rinacy represented in the supposedly coherent

spatial totalities" (1996, 262). Tamairei richly describes the culturally mean-

ingful fbrms of material culture, integrertion of social and religious concepts,
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